1. Coordinator Responsibilities (more details are provided in the next document)
   a. Review course syllabus and ensure that the Accreditation course objectives for that course are explained and exercised in the course;
   b. If also the course instructor, decide how the objectives will be practiced and assessed in this course. If not the course instructor, decide with the course instructor how the objectives will be practiced and assessed in this course. The activities that exercise the objective must be done every time the course is offered;
   c. Do the assessment at least once every three years of the course objectives as determined in (b). The schedule for this assessment is given after the Coordinator list below.
   d. Report on this assessment in writing to the Department Assessment Committee by the end of the semester in which the assessment is done.

2. The Course Coordinators
   Required Courses:
   a. CSci 160: Weiyl (Max) Zhang
   b. CSci 161: Juan Li
   c. CSci 222: Vasant Ubhaya
   d. CSci 335: John Martin
   e. CSci 336: Ken Magel
   f. CSci 366: Anne Denton
   g. CSci 372: Wei Jin
   h. CSci 373: Vsanat Ubhaya
   i. CSci 374: Ken Magel
   j. CSci 445: Dean Knudson
   k. CSci 467: John Martin
   l. CSci 468: Anne Denton
   m. CSci 474: DianXiang Xu
   n. CSci 475: Jun Kong
   o. CSci 489: Ken Nygard
   
   Elective Courses:
   p. CSci 413: Hyunsook Do
   q. CSci 477: Xiaojiang Du
   r. CSci 488: Jun Kong
   s. CSci 426: Brian Slator
t.  CSci 453: Ken Nygard
u.  CSci 454: Ken Nygard
v.  CSci 455: Brian Slator
w.  CSci 469: Weiyi (Max) Zhang
x.  CSci 473: Yan Gu
y.  CSci 476: DianXiang Xu
z.  Csci 479: W. Perrizo
aa.

**Assessment Schedule:**

2008-09 Academic Year (and every three years thereafter)
CSci 160, 161, 336, 374, 459, 475, 476, 479, 489

2009-10 Academic Year (and every three years thereafter)
CSci 160, 335, 372, 373, 413, 426, 445, 468, 488

2010-11 Academic Year (and every three years thereafter)
CSci 161, 222, 345, 366, 453, 454, 467, 469, 473